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Subangstrom Resolution by Underfocused Incoherent Transmission Electron Microscopy
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It is quantitatively explained why incoherent transmission electron microscope imaging is extremely
robust to the effects of chromatic aberration, which usually limits the resolution in the conventional
coherent mode of imaging. Combining this robustness with using underfocus to counter the effects
of spherical aberration, we demonstrate subangstrom lattice resolution and information transfer to
0.078 nm. [S0031-9007(98)07430-4]

PACS numbers: 07.78.+s, 41.85.–p, 41.85.Gy, 61.16.Bg
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Incoherent imaging in transmission electron microscop
(TEM) is a powerful technique that has already been show
to provide direct, structure images at atomic resolutio
[1]. In this Letter we show how it can also overcome
the conventional resolution limits to achieve subangstro
s1 Å  0.1 nmd resolution. The pursuit of ultrahigh reso-
lution TEM is motivated not only by the desire to resolve
individual atomic column spacings in a variety of crysta
orientations [2], but also by the development of quantita
tive image analysis methods where the precision of me
surement is limited by the resolution [3]. Unlike light
microscopes, where the resolution approaches the wa
length limit, the electron optics limit TEM resolution to
approximately 100 times larger than the de Broglie wav
length of the electrons used. Inherent spherical aberrati
[4] corrupts high spatial frequency image information, an
chromatic aberration leads to a coherence envelope in c
ventional TEM [5] that limits the resolution of informa-
tion imaged by the microscope, corrupted or not. He
we develop a theoretical understanding of why incohere
imaging is much less susceptible to chromatic aberrati
than conventional TEM. Combining this robustness wit
the use of underfocus to counter the effects of spheric
aberration, we achieve subangstrom resolution, resolvi
a projected atomic spacing of 0.093 nm and showing i
formation transfer to better than 0.078 nm, in a microscop
with a conventional point resolution for weak-phase obje
specimens of 0.19 nm.

Hitherto, high-resolution TEM imaging has been per
formed mostly using conventional TEM (which we refer to
as “coherent TEM”) in which a thin, electron transparen
specimen is illuminated with almost perfectly plane-wav
illumination. An objective lens after the specimen forms
magnified image. Deconvolution of the effects of spher
cal aberration from such an image requires that the phase
the image-plane wave function be retrieved, since only th
intensity is detected. Of the various methods for phase r
trieval and correction of spherical aberration (for exampl
[6–9]), none has achieved subangstrom imaging. Chr
matic aberration means that instabilities in the objectiv
lens current and the spread of incident electron energ
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create a spread in the objective lens focal length. The r
sulting coherence envelope imposes an “information limit
on the resolution of information that may be passed in an
one micrograph. Alternatively, high-voltage microscope
reduce the electron wavelength yet further. Their resol
tion is still restricted by the lens aberrations, but there
an improvement in resolution, and using a machine ope
ating at 1250 kV, Ichinose has clearly resolved a spacin
of 0.109 nm in a specimen of SiC (see Fig. 10 in Ref. [2])
and there is evidence that the atomic columns in Nb alon
the k112l orientation have been resolved, with a smalles
spacing of 0.095 nm [10].

If instead of plane-wave illumination the specimen is
illuminated by a large incoherent electron source, an inc
herent image will be formed. This situation for light op-
tics was first analyzed by Lord Rayleigh [11], who showe
that interference effects between the radiation emitted fro
spatially separated parts of the specimen were suppress
and that the resolving power of the microscope was im
proved by a factor of 2 relative to the coherent case. Effi
cient TEM implementation of this mode uses a scannin
transmission electron microscope (STEM), in which a
electron lens before the specimen focuses a beam of el
trons to form a small probe. The probe is scanned ov
the specimen, and a variety of signals can be detected
a function of probe position, forming an image. By the
principle of reciprocity [12], the detector in the far field of
a STEM is equivalent to the electron source in a conve
tional TEM, so incoherent imaging conditions in a STEM
simply require a large detector. Because TEM specime
are mainly phase objects to the high-energy electron bea
with little absorption, a detector that collects all of the elec
trons transmitted by the specimen would show very littl
contrast. Instead, a detector is used that has a hole at
center forming an annulus leading to annular dark-fiel
(ADF) imaging. As long as the detector geometry is larg
relative to the convergence angle of the incident focuse
electron beam, incoherent imaging will result [13].

The electron wave function of a focused STEM prob
can be considered as a superposition of coherent par
plane waves in the illuminating cone of electrons,
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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PsRd 
Z

HsKid expfixsKidg exps2i2pKi ? Rd dKi ,

(1)

where Ki is the transverse component of the inciden
partial plane wave,H is a circular top-hat function
representing the position and size of the objective apertu
which blocks the higher angle more spherically aberrate
beams, and

xsKid  pzljKij
2 1

1
2 pCSl3jKij

4 (2)

is the phase shift of the incident plane wave due
spherical aberration,CS , and defocus of the lens,z. An
incoherent image can be written as a convolution betwe
the intensity of the illuminating probejPsRdj2 and an
object function that consists of localized peaks at th
atomic-column positions [3,13]. The transfer function fo
incoherent imaging,T sQd, is thus the Fourier transform of
the probe intensity. Since the probe’s complex amplitud
in (1) is the inverse Fourier transform ofHsKid expsixd,
T sQd can be written as an autocorrelation [14],

T sQd 
Z

HsKid expfixsKidgHsKi 2 Qd

3 expf2ixsKi 2 Qdg dKi , (3)

so the contribution to an image at a spatial frequenc
Q, comes from the integration over all pairs of availabl
partial plane waves in the incident cone separated by t
vector,Q, which constrainsKi to lie in the overlap region
between the two discs of theH functions (Fig. 1).

The phase of the integrand of (3) is the difference b
tween two quartics of the form given in (2), one centere
at the origin and one atQ (Fig. 1). To maximize the
transfer, negative defocus is used to counteract the effe
of the spherical aberration so that this phase differen
varies as little as possible within the disc overlap regio
A VG Microscopes HB603U STEM with an electron en
ergy of 300 keV and a coefficient of spherical aberratio

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the integrand of Eq. (3) fo
jQj  s0.093 nmd21. The quartic form of the phase variation
across each disc is also shown for a defocus of2125 nm. The
chromatic defocus spread gives rise to a modulating envelo
in Eq. (5), shown schematically in grey.
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of 1 mm was used for these experiments. For these val
the optimum “Scherzer” [15] transfer function is show
in Fig. 2(a). The maximum frequency transferred in (3
will be twice the objective aperture radius, which contras
with coherent imaging where spatial frequencies only u
to the aperture radius will be imaged.

If we now underfocus the objective lens by a muc
greater amount, the turning points ofx will occur for a
much largerKi. For values ofQ around twice that of the
turning point, there will be a region of relatively flat phas
in the integrand of (3) (Fig. 1) and significant transfe
at higher spatial frequencies, as long as a large enou
objective aperture is used, as has been demonstrate
a lower resolution instrument [16]. Figure 2(b) show
how significant transfer can be achieved at a spat
frequency of s0.093 nmd21. The corresponding probe
intensity [Fig. 2(c)] has a narrower central maximum b
also long oscillating side lobes. The lack of a pha
problem means that this more complicated probe cou
now be deconvolved from the experimental data [3]. Th
gaps in the transfer could then be filled by combining da
from images taken at other focus settings.

Using coherent TEM images at different focus value
was initially proposed by Schiske [17], and a resolutio
improvement has been demonstrated [8]. Unfortunate
this method is still limited by the chromatic defocu
spread,D, which gives rise to a damping envelope i
frequency space [5],

EchrsQd  expf2 1
2 p2l2D2jQj4g , (4)

FIG. 2. Incoherent transfer functions with: (a) 44 nm an
9.4 mrad, (b) 125 nm and 17 mrad underfocus and object
aperture radius respectively, plotted on the same scale,
(c) the radial intensity profile of the probes corresponding
(a) and (b). Incoherent transfer functions are also shown fo
defocus spread ofD, along with the corresponding envelope fo
coherent imaging. The value of the transfer function at ze
spatial frequency is proportional to the square of the objecti
aperture radius [21].
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for a Gaussian defocus spread. To examine the effec
defocus spread on incoherent imaging, we must integr
(3) over the Gaussian defocus distribution. We can u
an analysis developed for overlapping discs in coher
4158
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microdiffraction patterns to derive the effects of the
defocus spread on the integrand of (3) [Eq. (11) o
Ref. [18] ], then integrate over the disk overlap to giv
the incoherent transfer function,
Tchr sQd 
Z

HsKidHsKi 2 Qd expfixsKid 2 ixsKi 2 Qdg expf2 1
2 p2l2D2s2Ki ? Q 2 jQj2d2g dKi . (5)
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So for incoherent imaging, the chromatic defocus spre
does not lead to a simple envelope modulating the trans
function. For any value ofKi along the perpendicular bi-
sector ofQ (the condition for which isKi ? Q  jQj2y2)
there is no attenuation of the integrand (Fig. 1). This
interference between “achromatic” beams in the incide
cone of illumination that make the same angle to the op
axis, and therefore suffer the same phase shift due to
focus. Parallel toQ, there is a Gaussian attenuation of th
integrand with a width proportional to1yjQj. Either the
aperture size,H, or the coherence envelope can lim
the range of the integral in (5). IfD is sufficiently large
for coherence to be the limiting factor, then the tran
fer function will approximately follow a1yjQj depen-
dence, and this can be seen in the midrange frequen
in Fig. 2(a). The1yjQj dependence gives a much les
severe truncation of the information transfer in recip
rocal space than the equivalent envelope for coher
imaging, (4). Counterintuitively, chromatic spread has
minimal effect near the resolution limit, because the o
timum transfer function follows an approximately linea
dependence onjQj, and will eventually drop below the
1yjQj chromatic coherence dependence. The physical
terpretation is that near the resolution limit, the interferin
beams in the incident cone must be almost diametrica
opposite, and therefore achromatic, with respect to ea
other. The lack of chromatic attenuation in the center
the disc overlaps also applies to ptychography [18] and
reciprocity to tilted beam [7] and hollow cone illumination
[19] in conventional TEM, which all show robustness t
chromatic defocus spread for certain spatial frequenci
These modes are not incoherent so, except for extrem
thin specimens, their complicated transfer functions ca
not be directly deconvolved and their chromatic envelop
show a sharp cutoff at twice the illumination tilt angle, un
like the 1yjQj behavior shown here. These modes ha
never achieved subangstrom imaging.

Under Scherzer conditions using ADF imaging, th
HB603U microscope is capable of resolving the s
called “dumbbell” 0.136 nm projected column spacing o
Sik110l. To reduce the transfer at thes0.136 nmd21 spa-
tial frequency to 0.75 of its original value an extremel
large value ofD  30 nm is required. At these values
the envelope for coherent imaging (4) has a value
4 3 10217 and to achieve an attenuation by 0.75 in th
coherent case a value ofD  2.3 nm is required, which
is much harder to achieve experimentally. Thus unde
focused ADF imaging has great potential for resolvin
subangstrom spacings. When viewed in thek112l projec-
ad
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tion, CdTe has a rectangular lattice of pairs of Cd and
columns separated by 0.093 nm, which are not resolva
by the HB603U under Scherzer conditions (Fig. 3). U
derfocusing by 125 nm, however, puts a passband at
s0.093 nmd21 spatial frequency, and even a chromatic d
focus spread ofD  10 nm reduces the transfer at tha
frequency by only a factor of 0.9 [Fig. 2(b)], compare
with D  0.6 nm that would be required for the same re
duction in transfer in coherent imaging. Performing su
an experiment does indeed resolve the pairs of atom
columns, and the Fourier transform of the image sho
the transfer out as far as theh444j plane spacing, which
corresponds to the 0.093 nm column separation. It is
markable that a 300 kV microscope can achieve such
resolution, which has previously required costly and com
plex high-voltage microscopes [10].

So far, we have assumed an infinitesimal electr
source in the STEM. A finite source can be treated as
ensemble of incoherent point sources, which leads to
probe intensity being convolved with the source distrib
tion after taking into account the demagnification effec

FIG. 3. (a) An image of CdTek112l taken under Scherzer
imaging conditions and (b) the magnitude of its Fourie
transform. (c) The profile plot, by summing vertically ove
200 pixels, of an image of CdTek112l recorded using a
17 mrad objective aperture and 125 nm underfocus and (d)
magnitude of its Fourier transform. Theh444j fringes can be
seen in (c) and the corresponding spot in (d). Although t
probe now has large sidelobes [Fig. 2(c)], it main maximum
still central, and so the split main peaks in (c) correspond to
Cd and Te columns being resolved.
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of the objective and condenser lenses. This convolutio
leads to the transfer function being modulated by an env
lope which is the Fourier transform of the source intensi
distribution. At higher spatial frequencies this envelop
will tend to zero, leading to another information limit. In
principle this information limit can be moved out in recip-
rocal space by further demagnifying the electron sourc
but at the expense of the signal-to-noise ratio which w
itself provide an information limit. To determine just how
far out in reciprocal-space underfocusing can retrieve i
formation, we performed an experiment using Si in th
k110l orientation. Under Scherzer defocus, all the atom
columns are resolved showing the 0.136 dumbbell spa
ing (Fig. 4). By underfocusing the probe, we found tha
the h444j spatial frequency of the object function could
be transferred, corresponding to a real-space distance
0.078 nm.

In conclusion, we believe that the route to sub-angstro
resolution TEM is through combining spherical aberratio
compensation or correction with incoherent imaging
which is extremely robust to the loss of coherence du
to chromatic aberrations, usually the final limiting facto
for coherent TEM. Recently there has been activit
in building a spherical aberration corrector for STEM
[20], but there is currently no correction of chromatic
aberration. For such a corrector, we suggest that
major application for resolution improvement will be in
incoherent imaging. It is yet to be shown whether suc

FIG. 4. (a) The magnitude of its Fourier transform showin
transfer to theh004j spacing at 0.136 nm, and (b) an image o
Sik110l showing the dumbbells resolved. (c) The magnitud
of the Fourier transform of a highly underfocused image show
ing that information to theh444j spacing (0.078 nm) is being
transferred. Projecting the image along 200 pixels in the dire
tion indicated by the arrow gives rise to profile plots showin
(d) just the sinusoidalh111j fringes for the Scherzer image,
and (e) a significant sharpening of the intensity at the dumbb
pairs for the underfocused image showing higher resolution i
formation being transferred.
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correctors can produce ultrahigh resolution images. He
we have overcome the resolution limit due to spheric
aberration by using underfocus to compensate, resolvi
an atomic-columns spacing of 0.093 nm, and showin
information transfer down to 0.078 nm.
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